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ON INDUCTIVELY FREE RESTRICTIONS OF REFLECTION
ARRANGEMENTS
NILS AMEND, TORSTEN HOGE, AND GERHARD RO¨HRLE
Abstract. Let W be a finite complex reflection group acting on the complex vector space
V and let A(W ) = (A(W ), V ) be the associated reflection arrangement. In [HR14], we
classified all inductively free reflection arrangements A(W ). The aim of this note is to
extend this work by determining all inductively free restrictions of reflection arrangements.
1. Introduction
Let W be a finite complex reflection group acting on the complex vector space V and let
A = (A(W ), V ) be the associated hyperplane arrangement of W . In [HR14, Thm. 1.1], we
classified all inductively free reflection arrangements, see Theorem 1.1 below. See Definition
2.5 below for the notion of an inductively free arrangement. Extending this earlier work, in
this note we classify all inductively free restrictions AX , for A a reflection arrangement and
X in the intersection lattice L(A) of A, see Theorem 1.2. If AX is inductively free for every
X ∈ L(A), then A is called hereditarily inductively free, see Definition 2.8.
First we recall the main results from [HR14, Thms. 1.1 and 1.2]:
Theorem 1.1. For a finite complex reflection group W , let A = A(W ) be its reflection
arrangement. Then the following hold:
(i) A is inductively free if and only if W does not admit an irreducible factor isomorphic
to a monomial group G(r, r, ℓ) for r, ℓ ≥ 3, G24, G27, G29, G31, G33, or G34.
(ii) A is inductively free if and only if A is hereditarily inductively free.
In order to state our main results, we need a bit more notation: For fixed r, ℓ ≥ 2 and
0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ we denote by Akℓ (r) the intermediate arrangements, defined in [OS82, §2] (see also
[OT92, §6.4]), that interpolate between the reflection arrangements A(G(r, r, ℓ)) = A0ℓ(r)
and A(G(r, 1, ℓ)) = Aℓℓ(r), of the monomial groups G(r, r, ℓ) and G(r, 1, ℓ), respectively. The
arrangements Akℓ (r) occur as restrictions of A(G(r, r, ℓ)), [OS82, Prop. 2.14] (cf. [OT92,
Prop. 6.84]), see also Example 3.2 below. For k 6= 0, ℓ, these are not reflection arrangements
themselves. See Section 3 for further details.
Thanks to the compatibility of inductive freeness and products of arrangements, see Proposi-
tion 2.7, as well as the product rule (2.2) for restrictions in products, the question of inductive
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freeness of restrictions AX reduces readily to the case when A is irreducible. Thus we may
assume that W is irreducible. In view of Theorem 1.1 we can formulate our classification as
follows:
Theorem 1.2. Let W be a finite, irreducible, complex reflection group with reflection ar-
rangement A = A(W ) and let X ∈ L(A). The restricted arrangement AX is inductively free
if and only if one of the following holds:
(i) A is inductively free;
(ii) W = G(r, r, ℓ) and AX ∼= Akp(r), where p = dimX and p− 2 ≤ k ≤ p;
(iii) W is one of G24, G27, G29, G31, G33, or G34 and X ∈ L(A) \ {V } with dimX ≤ 3.
Note that every 1- and 2-dimensional central arrangement is inductively free (Lemma 2.9).
So we focus on higher-dimensional restrictions. It follows from Theorem 1.1(ii) that forA(W )
inductively free, every restriction A(W )X is again inductively free. Consequently, there are
only two additional families of inductively free restrictions, namely Ap−2p (r) and A
p−1
p (r) for
p ≥ 3 (Theorem 1.2(ii)) and thanks to Theorem 1.1(i) and the classification of the restrictions
A(W )X forW an exceptional reflection group from [OS82, App.] (cf. [OT92, App. C]), there
are an additional 8 inductively free, 3-dimensional restrictions, up to isomorphism, (Theorem
1.2(iii)), see §4.1.
Our next result asserts that the equivalence of Theorem 1.1(ii) extends to restrictions.
Theorem 1.3. For a finite complex reflection group W , let A = A(W ) be its reflection
arrangement and let X ∈ L(A). Then AX is inductively free if and only if AX is hereditarily
inductively free.
The paper is organized as follows: In §2 we recall the required notation and some facts
about inductively free arrangements from [OT92] and [HR14]. In Section 3 we study the
intermediate arrangements Akℓ (r), see Theorem 3.6, and in Section 4 we prove Theorems 1.2
and 1.3. We close with a result on recursively free restrictions of reflection arrangements,
Corollary 4.5.
For general information about arrangements and reflection groups we refer the reader to
[OS82], [OT92] and [Bou68]. In this article we use the classification and labeling of the
irreducible unitary reflection groups due to Shephard and Todd, [ST54].
2. Recollections
2.1. Hyperplane Arrangements. Suppose V is a finite dimensional complex vector space.
By a hyperplane arrangement in V we mean a finite set A of hyperplanes in V . Such an
arrangement is denoted (A, V ) or simply A, when there is no ambiguity. If dim V = ℓ we
call A an ℓ-arrangement and the empty ℓ-arrangement is denoted by Φℓ.
If X is a subspace of V , there are two natural arrangements associated to X ,
• the subarrangement AX = (AX , V ) of A defined by AX := {H ∈ A | X ⊆ H},
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• the restriction AX = (AX , X) of A to X defined by AX := {H ∩X | H ∈ A \ AX}.
We only consider central arrangements, i.e. 0 ∈
⋂
H∈AH . The lattice L(A) of the arrange-
ment A consists of all intersections of hyperplanes in A. Note that L(A) contains V as the
empty intersection.
Let H0 ∈ A (for A 6= Φℓ) and define A
′ := A \ {H0}, and A
′′ := AH0. Then (A,A′,A′′) is a
triple of arrangements (with distinguished hyperplane H0), [OT92, Def. 1.14].
The product A = (A1 ×A2, V1 ⊕ V2) of two arrangements (A1, V1), (A2, V2) is defined by
(2.1) A := A1 ×A2 = {H1 ⊕ V2 | H1 ∈ A1} ∪ {V1 ⊕H2 | H2 ∈ A2},
see [OT92, Def. 2.13].
An arrangement A is called reducible, if it is of the form A = A1 × A2, where Ai 6= Φ0 for
i = 1, 2, else A is irreducible, [OT92, Def. 2.15].
If A = A1 ×A2 is a product, then by [OT92, Prop. 2.14] there is a lattice isomorphism
L(A1)× L(A2) ∼= L(A) by (X1, X2) 7→ X1 ⊕X2.
With (2.1), it is easy to see that for X = X1 ⊕X2 ∈ L(A), we have AX = (A1)X1×(A2)X2
and
(2.2) AX = AX11 ×A
X2
2 .
2.2. Free Arrangements. Let S = S(V ∗) be the symmetric algebra of the dual space V ∗
of V . If x1, . . . , xℓ is a basis of V
∗, then we identify S with the polynomial ring C[x1, . . . , xℓ].
By denoting the C-subspace of S consisting of the homogeneous polynomials of degree p
(and 0) by Sp, we see that there is a natural Z-grading S = ⊕p∈ZSp, where Sp = 0 for p < 0.
Let Der(S) be the S-module of C-derivations of S and for i = 1, . . . , ℓ define Di := ∂/∂xi.
Now D1, . . . , Dℓ is an S-basis of Der(S) and we call θ ∈ Der(S) homogeneous of polynomial
degree p provided θ =
∑ℓ
i=1 fiDi, where fi ∈ Sp for each 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. In this case we
write pdeg θ = p. By defining Der(S)p to be the C-subspace of Der(S) consisting of all
homogeneous derivations of polynomial degree p, we see that Der(S) is a graded S-module:
Der(S) = ⊕p∈ZDer(S)p.
Following [OT92, Def. 4.4], we define the S-submodule D(f) of Der(S) for f ∈ S by
D(f) := {θ ∈ Der(S) | θ(f) ∈ fS}.
If A is an arrangement in V , then for every H ∈ A we may fix αH ∈ V
∗ with H = ker(αH).
We call Q(A) :=
∏
H∈A αH ∈ S the defining polynomial of A.
The module of A-derivations is the S-submodule of Der(S) defined by
D(A) := D(Q(A)).
The arrangement A is said to be free if the module of A-derivations D(A) is a free S-module.
Note that D(A) is a graded S-module D(A) = ⊕p∈ZD(A)p, where D(A)p = D(A)∩Der(S)p,
see [OT92, Prop. 4.10]. If A is a free ℓ-arrangement, then by [OT92, Prop. 4.18] the S-module
D(A) admits a basis of ℓ homogeneous derivations θ1, . . . , θℓ. While these derivations are
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not unique, their polynomial degrees pdeg θi are unique (up to ordering). The exponents of
the free arrangement A is the multiset expA := {pdeg θ1, . . . , pdeg θℓ}.
The fundamental Addition-Deletion Theorem due to Terao [Ter80] plays a crucial role in the
study of free arrangements, [OT92, Thm. 4.51].
Theorem 2.3. Suppose A 6= Φℓ and let (A,A
′,A′′) be a triple of arrangements. Then any
two of the following statements imply the third:
• A is free with expA = {b1, . . . , bℓ−1, bℓ};
• A′ is free with expA′ = {b1, . . . , bℓ−1, bℓ − 1};
• A′′ is free with expA′′ = {b1, . . . , bℓ−1}.
Suppose that A 6= Φℓ and consider a triple (A,A
′,A′′). We recall the following very useful
criterion from [HR14, Cor. 2.7]:
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that A and A′′ are free and expA′′ 6⊆ expA. Then A′ is not free.
2.3. Inductively and Recursively Free Arrangements. Theorem 2.3 motivates the no-
tion of inductively free arrangements, cf. [OT92, Def. 4.53]:
Definition 2.5. The class IF of inductively free arrangements is the smallest class of ar-
rangements subject to
(i) Φℓ ∈ IF for each ℓ ≥ 0;
(ii) if there exists a hyperplane H0 ∈ A such that both A
′ and A′′ belong to IF , and
expA′′ ⊆ expA′, then A also belongs to IF .
Remark 2.6. An inductively free arrangement A can be described by means of a so called
induction table, cf. [OT92, §4.3, p. 119]. In this process we successively add hyperplanes to
an inductively free arrangement A0, ensuring that in each step part (ii) of Definition 2.5 is
satisfied. This process is referred to as induction of hyperplanes. It amounts to choosing
a total order on A \ A0, say A = A0 ∪ {H1, . . . , Hn}, so that the subarrangements A0,
Ai := A0 ∪ {H1, . . . , Hi} and the restrictions A
Hi
i are inductively free for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
In the associated induction table we record in the ith row the information of the ith step of
this process, by listing expA′i = expAi−1, the defining form αHi of Hi, as well as expA
′′
i =
expAHii , for i = 1, . . . , n. E.g. see Tables 3 – 9 below.
Next we recall the compatibility of products and inductive freeness from [HR14, Prop. 2.10]:
Proposition 2.7. Let A1,A2 be two arrangements. Then A = A1×A2 is inductively free if
and only if both A1 and A2 are inductively free and in that case expA = {expA1, expA2}.
There is an even stronger notion of freeness, cf. [OT92, §6.4].
Definition 2.8. The arrangement A is called hereditarily inductively free provided that AX
is inductively free for each X ∈ L(A).
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Note that if A is hereditarily inductively free, it is inductively free as V ∈ L(A) and AV = A.
The compatibility with products from Proposition 2.7 also extends to this stronger notion,
cf. [HR14, Cor. 2.12].
It is easy to see that any 1- or 2-arrangement is hereditarily inductively free, [HR14, Ex. 2.13,
Lem. 2.14]:
Lemma 2.9. Any central 1- or 2-arrangement is hereditarily inductively free.
These two stronger notions of freeness still coincide for 3-arrangements, [HR14, Lem. 2.15]:
Lemma 2.10. Let A be a 3-arrangement. Then A is inductively free if and only if A is
hereditarily inductively free.
There is another notion of freeness motivated by Theorem 2.3, cf. [OT92, Def. 4.60]:
Definition 2.11. The class RF of recursively free arrangements is the smallest class of
arrangements subject to
(i) Φℓ ∈ RF for each ℓ ≥ 0;
(ii) if there exists a hyperplane H0 ∈ A such that both A
′ and A′′ belong to RF , and
expA′′ ⊆ expA′, then A also belongs to RF ;
(iii) if A ∈ RF and there exists a hyperplane H0 ∈ A such that A
′′ ∈ RF and expA′′ ⊆
expA, then A′ also belongs to RF .
2.4. Reflection Arrangements. Let W ⊆ GL(V ) be a finite, complex reflection group
acting on the complex vector space V = Cℓ. The reflection arrangement of W in V is the
hyperplane arrangement A = A(W ) consisting of the reflecting hyperplanes of the elements
in W acting as reflections on V .
Terao [Ter80] has shown that every reflection arrangement A = A(W ) is free and that
the exponents of A coincide with the coexponents of W , see also [OT92, Prop. 6.59 and
Thm. 6.60].
Note that the reflection arrangements of G(r, 1, ℓ) and G(r, p, ℓ) with r, ℓ ≥ 2 and p 6= r are
identical, cf. [OT92, §6.4].
3. The intermediate arrangements Akℓ (r)
Orlik and Solomon defined intermediate arrangements Akℓ (r) in [OS82, §2] (cf. [OT92, §6.4])
which interpolate between the reflection arrangements of G(r, r, ℓ) and G(r, 1, ℓ). These play
a pivotal role in our analysis, since they show up as restrictions of the reflection arrangement
of G(r, r, ℓ), [OS82, Prop. 2.14] (cf. [OT92, Prop. 6.84]), see also Example 3.2.
For ℓ ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ the defining polynomial of Akℓ (r) is given by
Q(Akℓ (r)) = x1 · · ·xk
∏
1≤i<j≤ℓ
0≤n<r
(xi − ζ
nxj),
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where ζ is a primitive rth root of unity, so thatAℓℓ(r) = A(G(r, 1, ℓ)) andA
0
ℓ(r) = A(G(r, r, ℓ)).
Next we recall [OS82, Props. 2.11, 2.13] (cf. [OT92, Props. 6.82, 6.85]):
Proposition 3.1. Let A = Akℓ (r).
(i) A is free with expA = {1, r + 1, . . . , (ℓ− 2)r + 1, (ℓ− 1)r − ℓ+ k + 1}.
(ii) Let H ∈ A. The type of AH is given in Table 1.
k αH Type of A
H
0 arbitrary A1ℓ−1(r)
1, . . . , ℓ− 1 xi − ζxj 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k < ℓ A
k−1
ℓ−1 (r)
1, . . . , ℓ− 1 xi − ζxj 1 ≤ i ≤ k < j ≤ ℓ A
k
ℓ−1(r)
1, . . . , ℓ− 1 xi − ζxj 1 ≤ k < i < j ≤ ℓ A
k+1
ℓ−1 (r)
1, . . . , ℓ− 1 xi 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ A
ℓ−1
ℓ−1(r)
ℓ arbitrary Aℓ−1ℓ−1(r)
Table 1. Restriction types of Akℓ (r)
The following example shows that every intermediate arrangement does occur as a restriction
of the reflection arrangement of W = G(r, r, ℓ) for a suitable ℓ.
Example 3.2. Let 1 ≤ n ≤ p, ℓ = p + n and r ≥ 3 and let W = G(r, r, ℓ). For an
rth root of unity ζ and for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ ℓ let Hi,j(ζ) = ker(xi − ζxj) be a hyperplane in
A = A0ℓ(r) = A(W ). Define X :=
⋂n
i=1H2i−1,2i(ζ) ∈ L(A). Now dimX = ℓ− n = p, and by
[OS82, Prop. 2.14] (cf. [OT92, Prop. 6.84]), we have AX ∼= Anp(r).
Lemma 3.3. Aℓ−2ℓ (r) is inductively free.
Proof. We argue by induction on ℓ. As the result is clear for ℓ = 2, by Lemma 2.9, we may
assume that ℓ ≥ 3 and that Aℓ−3ℓ−1(r) is inductively free. The subarrangement A
ℓ−3
ℓ−1(r)× Φ1
of Aℓ−2ℓ (r) is inductively free with exponents {expA
ℓ−3
ℓ−1(r), 0}, by Proposition 2.7. Now we
use induction of hyperplanes to show that Aℓ−2ℓ (r) is inductively free, see Remark 2.6.
The defining polynomial of Aℓ−3ℓ−1(r) is given by
Qℓ−3ℓ−1 := x1x2 · · ·xℓ−3
∏
1≤i<j≤ℓ−1
(xri − x
r
j) = x1x2 · · ·xℓ−3
∏
1≤i<j≤ℓ−1
(
r−1∏
m=0
(xi − ζ
mxj)
)
.
We now add to the inductively free subarrangement Aℓ−3ℓ−1(r)×Φ1 of A
ℓ−2
ℓ (r) the hyperplanes
ker(xℓ−2) and ker(xi − ζ
mxℓ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ− 1 and 0 ≤ m < r successively.
The additional factors (other than the ones in Qℓ−3ℓ−1) of the defining polynomial Q
ℓ−2
ℓ of
Aℓ−2ℓ (r) are P := {xℓ−2, xi − ζ
mxℓ | 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ− 1, 0 ≤ m < r}. Define A−1 := A
ℓ−3
ℓ−1(r)× Φ1
and Ai := Ai−1 ∪ {Hi} for 0 ≤ i ≤ (ℓ − 1)r, where H0 := ker(xℓ−2) and H(k−1)r+j+1 :=
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ker(xk − ζ
jxℓ) for 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ − 1 and 0 ≤ j < r. Thus we have A(ℓ−1)r = A
ℓ−2
ℓ (r). In
Table 2, we display this induction of hyperplanes, i.e. we record in the ith row (starting
with row number 0) the information of the ith step of the induction process, by listing
expA′i = expAi−1, the defining form αHi of Hi, as well as expA
′′
i = expA
Hi
i . Observe that
expA′0 = expA−1 = {exp(A
ℓ−2
ℓ−2(r) × Φ1), (ℓ − 2)r − 1} in the first row of the table, using
Proposition 3.1(i).
Thus, the restriction of A0 to ker(xℓ−2) results in the substitution xℓ−2 = 0 and restricting
an intermediate subarrangement to ker(xi − ζ
mxℓ) results in the substitution xℓ = ζ
−mxi.
So we get {x1, . . . , xℓ−3, xℓ−1, xj − ζ
mxk | 1 ≤ j < k ≤ ℓ − 1, k 6= ℓ − 2, 0 ≤ m < r − 1}
as defining terms for AH00 , so that A
′′
0
∼= Aℓ−2ℓ−2(r) × Φ1. The defining terms for A
′′
i with
1 ≤ i ≤ (ℓ − 2)r + 1 are {x1, . . . , xℓ−2, xj − ζ
mxk | 1 ≤ j < k ≤ ℓ − 1, 0 ≤ m < r − 1},
hence A′′i
∼= Aℓ−2ℓ−1(r) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ (ℓ − 2)r + 1. For (ℓ − 2)r + 2 ≤ i ≤ (ℓ − 1)r, we get
{x1, . . . , xℓ−1, xj − ζ
mxk | 1 ≤ j < k ≤ ℓ − 1, 0 ≤ m < r − 1} as defining terms for A
′′
i , so
A′′i
∼= Aℓ−1ℓ−1(r) for all (ℓ− 2)r + 2 ≤ i ≤ (ℓ− 1)r.
expA′i αHi expA
′′
i
exp(Aℓ−2ℓ−2(r)× Φ1), (ℓ− 2)r − 1 xℓ−2 exp(A
ℓ−2
ℓ−2(r)× Φ1)
expAℓ−2ℓ−1(r), 0 x1 − xℓ expA
ℓ−2
ℓ−1(r)
...
...
...
expAℓ−2ℓ−1(r), r − 1 x1 − ζ
r−1xℓ expA
ℓ−2
ℓ−1(r)
expAℓ−2ℓ−1(r), r x2 − xℓ expA
ℓ−2
ℓ−1(r)
...
...
...
expAℓ−2ℓ−1(r), 2r− 1 x2 − ζ
r−1xℓ expA
ℓ−2
ℓ−1(r)
...
...
...
expAℓ−2ℓ−1(r), (ℓ− 2)r xℓ−1 − xℓ expA
ℓ−2
ℓ−1(r)
expAℓ−1ℓ−1(r), (ℓ− 2)r xℓ−1 − ζxℓ expA
ℓ−1
ℓ−1(r)
...
...
...
expAℓ−1ℓ−1(r), (ℓ− 1)r − 2 xℓ−1 − ζ
r−1xℓ expA
ℓ−1
ℓ−1(r)
expAℓ−1ℓ−1(r), (ℓ− 1)r − 1
Table 2. Induction Table for Aℓ−2ℓ (r)
The exponents in Table 2 can be determined using Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 3.1. 
Corollary 3.4. Aℓ−1ℓ (r) is inductively free.
Proof. The arrangement A = Aℓ−1ℓ (r) can be obtained from A
ℓ−2
ℓ (r) by adding the hyper-
plane ker(xℓ−1). Regarding this hyperplane we get A
′ = Aℓ−2ℓ (r) and A
′′ ∼= Aℓ−1ℓ−1(r), by
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Proposition 3.1(ii). Also expAℓ−2ℓ (r) = {expA
ℓ−1
ℓ−1(r), (ℓ − 1)r − 1}, by Proposition 3.1(i).
Thus expA′′ ⊆ expA′. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 1.1 that A′ and
A′′ are inductively free, respectively. Thus A is inductively free. 
Lemma 3.5. Akℓ (r) is not inductively free for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ− 3 and r ≥ 3.
Proof. Thanks to Theorem 1.1(i), A0ℓ(r) is not inductively free. We now argue by induction
on k. Suppose 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ−3 and A = Akℓ (r). Let H ∈ A. If H = ker(xi) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
then A′ ∼= Ak−1ℓ (r) which is not inductively free, by induction hypothesis. So let H 6= ker(xi)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and let (A,A′,A′′) be the triple of arrangements corresponding to H . Using
Proposition 3.1, we see that in this case expA′′ 6⊆ expA, since k < ℓ− 2 and r > 2. Thus,
by Lemma 2.4, A′ is not (inductively) free.
Thus for any choice of H in A, the subarrangement A′ is not inductively free. Hence
A = Akℓ (r) is not inductively free. 
Our key result in this section classifies all inductively free arrangements among the Akℓ (r).
Theorem 3.6. Suppose r ≥ 2, ℓ ≥ 3 and 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ.
(i) Akℓ (r) is inductively free if and only if r = 2 or r ≥ 3 and ℓ− 2 ≤ k ≤ ℓ.
(ii) Akℓ (r) is recursively free.
Proof. (i). It follows from [JT84, Ex. 2.6] that Dkℓ = A
k
ℓ (2) is inductively free for each
0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Now let r ≥ 3. By Theorem 1.1(i), Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.4, Aℓℓ(r),
Aℓ−2ℓ (r) and A
ℓ−1
ℓ (r) are inductively free. By Lemma 3.5, A
k
ℓ (r) is not inductively free for
0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ− 3.
(ii). Any 2-arrangement is inductively free (and thus recursively free), by Lemma 2.9. By part
(i), the arrangements Akℓ (r) are inductively free (and thus recursively free) for ℓ− 2 ≤ k ≤ ℓ
with ℓ ≥ 3 and arbitrary r.
Now we use reverse induction on k starting at k = ℓ − 2. Suppose 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ − 2 and
let A := Akℓ (r) (which is recursively free by induction hypothesis) and H := ker(xk) ∈ A.
Using Proposition 3.1, we see that A′′ = AH ∼= Aℓ−1ℓ−1(r) and expA
′′ ⊆ expA. Hence
A′ = A\{H} = Ak−1ℓ (r) is recursively free. This proves (ii). 
4. Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
By Steinberg’s Theorem [St64] (cf. [OT92, Thm. 6.25]), the pointwise stabilizer WX of X
in L(A) is again a complex reflection group. So following [OS82] and [OT92, §6.4, App. C],
we label the W -orbit of X ∈ L(A) by the type T say, of WX . Therefore, we denote such a
restriction A(W )X by the pair (W,T ) whenever convenient.
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4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.2. Part (i) of Theorem 1.2 is simply Theorem 1.1(ii). Part (ii)
follows from Theorem 3.6(i) and [OS82, Prop. 2.14] (cf. [OT92, Prop. 6.84]).
Finally, we consider part (iii), i.e., the irreducible reflection groups of exceptional type with
non-inductively free reflection arrangement.
Thanks to [HR13], the restrictions (G34, A1), (G34, A
2
1) and (G34, A2) are free with exponents
given in [OT92, Table C.17]. Let AX be (G34, A1) and let H be any hyperplane in A
X . By
[OT92, Table C.17], (AX)′′ is either (G34, A
2
1) or (G34, A2) and hence exp(A
X)′′ 6⊆ expAX .
Thus by Lemma 2.4, (AX)′ is not free and hence not inductively free. So (G34, A1) is not
inductively free.
As (G34, G(3, 3, 3)) ∼= A(G26) (cf. [OT92, App. D]), it is inductively free, by Theorem 1.1(i).
Thanks to Theorem 1.1(i) and the classification of the restrictions AX from [OT92, App. C],
there are 10 cases that remain to be considered: (G29, A1), (G31, A1), (G33, A1), (G33, A
2
1),
(G33, A2), (G34, A
2
1), (G34, A2), (G34, A
3
1), (G34, A1A2), and (G34, A3). We treated them com-
putationally, see Remark 4.4. It turns out that the 3-dimensional restrictions are still in-
ductively free, while the 4-dimensional ones are not. In Tables 3 – 9 we give the induction
tables for the former instances; where we use a, b and c as variable names for simplicity and
where i is a primitive 4-th root of 1 and ζ = e2πi/3.
Theorem 1.2 now follows from Theorem 1.1(i) and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 below.
Lemma 4.1. Each of the 3-dimensional restrictions (G29, A1), (G31, A1), (G33, A
2
1), (G33, A2),
(G34, A
3
1), (G34, A1A2), and (G34, A3) is inductively free.
Proof. We present the corresponding induction tables in Tables 3 – 9 below. 
expA′ αH expA
′′
0, 0, 0 a+ ib− ic 0, 0
0, 0, 1 a+ ib+ ic 0, 1
0, 1, 1 a− ib+ c 1, 1
1, 1, 1 a+ b 1, 1
1, 1, 2 a+ ib+ c 1, 2
1, 2, 2 c 1, 2
1, 2, 3 a− ib− c 1, 3
1, 3, 3 a− ib+ ic 1, 3
1, 3, 4 a− ib− ic 1, 4
1, 4, 4 a+ ib− c 1, 4
1, 4, 5 a 1, 5
expA′ αH expA
′′
1, 5, 5 b 1, 5
1, 5, 6 a+ b+ ic 1, 6
1, 6, 6 a+ b− ic 1, 6
1, 6, 7 a− b− ic 1, 7
1, 7, 7 a− b+ ic 1, 7
1, 7, 8 a− c 1, 8
1, 8, 8 a− b 1, 8
1, 8, 9 b− c 1, 9
1, 9, 9 b+ c 1, 9
1, 9, 10 a+ c 1, 9
1, 9, 11
Table 3. Induction Table for (G29, A1)
Lemma 4.2. The 4-dimensional restrictions (G33, A1), (G34, A
2
1), and (G34, A2) are not
inductively free.
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expA′ αH expA
′′
0, 0, 0 b− ic 0, 0
0, 0, 1 b− c 0, 1
0, 1, 1 a− ic 1, 1
1, 1, 1 c 1, 1
1, 1, 2 b 1, 1
1, 1, 3 a 1, 3
1, 2, 3 a+ ib− ic 1, 3
1, 3, 3 a+ b− ic 1, 3
1, 3, 4 a− b− ic 1, 4
1, 4, 4 a− ib− ic 1, 4
1, 4, 5 a− ib− c 1, 5
1, 5, 5 a− b+ c 1, 5
1, 5, 6 a+ ib+ c 1, 6
1, 6, 6 a− ib+ c 1, 6
1, 6, 7 a− b− c 1, 7
1, 7, 7 a+ b− c 1, 7
expA′ αH expA
′′
1, 7, 8 a+ ib− c 1, 8
1, 8, 8 a+ b+ c 1, 8
1, 8, 9 b+ ic 1, 9
1, 9, 9 b+ c 1, 9
1, 9, 10 a− ib+ ic 1, 10
1, 10, 10 a− b+ ic 1, 10
1, 10, 11 a+ b+ ic 1, 10
1, 10, 12 a+ ib+ ic 1, 10
1, 10, 13 a− c 1, 13
1, 11, 13 a+ ic 1, 13
1, 12, 13 a+ c 1, 13
1, 13, 13 a− ib 1, 13
1, 13, 14 a− b 1, 13
1, 13, 15 a+ ib 1, 13
1, 13, 16 a+ b 1, 13
1, 13, 17
Table 4. Induction Table for (G31, A1)
expA′ αH expA
′′
0, 0, 0 a 0, 0
0, 0, 1 a + 2b+ c 0, 1
0, 1, 1 a− ζb− 1
2
ζ2c 1, 1
1, 1, 1 a + 2ζ2b+ ζc 1, 1
1, 1, 2 a + 2ζb+ ζ2c 1, 2
1, 2, 2 a− ζ2c 1, 2
1, 2, 3 a− ζc 1, 3
1, 3, 3 a− ζ2b− 1
2
ζc 1, 3
1, 3, 4 a + 2b− 2c 1, 4
expA′ αH expA
′′
1, 4, 4 a− c 1, 4
1, 4, 5 a + 2ζb− 2ζ2c 1, 5
1, 5, 5 a− b− 1
2
c 1, 5
1, 5, 6 a + 2ζ2b− 2ζc 1, 6
1, 6, 6 c 1, 6
1, 6, 7 a− ζ2b+ ζc 1, 7
1, 7, 7 a− b+ c 1, 7
1, 7, 8 a− ζb+ ζ2c 1, 7
1, 7, 9
Table 5. Induction Table for (G33, A
2
1)
Proof. The argument is similar to the proof in [HR14, Lem. 3.5], where we showed that the
reflection arrangement of the exceptional group of type G31 is not inductively free.
Let A be (G33, A1), (G34, A
2
1), or (G34, A2), respectively. Then thanks to [HR13], A is
known to be free with exponents {1, 7, 9, 11}, {1, 13, 19, 23}, or {1, 13, 16, 19}, respectively
(cf. [OT92, Table C.14, Table C.17]). Nevertheless, one cannot successively remove all
hyperplanes from A such that in each step the resulting arrangement is free. In particular,
A can not be inductively free. The Addition-Deletion Theorem 2.3 and the fact that the sum
of the exponents of a free arrangement is the cardinality of the arrangement ([OT92, Thm.
4.23]) give a necessary condition for the freeness of these subarrangements in terms of the
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expA′ αH expA
′′
0, 0, 0 b− c 0, 0
0, 0, 1 b− ζc 0, 1
0, 1, 1 a− 1
2
b− 3
2
c 1, 1
1, 1, 1 b− ζ2c 1, 1
1, 1, 2 c 1, 1
1, 1, 3 a− 1
2
ζ2b+ 1
2
(ζ2 − 1)c 1, 3
1, 2, 3 a− 1
2
ζb+ 1
2
(ζ − 1)c 1, 3
expA′ αH expA
′′
1, 3, 3 a− 1
2
b 1, 3
1, 3, 4 a− 1
2
ζb− (ζ + 1
2
)c 1, 4
1, 4, 4 a− 1
2
ζ2b+ (ζ + 1
2
)c 1, 4
1, 4, 5 a− 1
2
ζ2b− 1
2
(ζ − 1)c 1, 5
1, 5, 5 a− 1
2
ζb− 1
2
(ζ2 − 1)c 1, 5
1, 5, 6 a− 1
2
b− 3
2
ζc 1, 6
1, 6, 6 a− 1
2
b− 3
2
ζ2c 1, 6
1, 6, 7
Table 6. Induction Table for (G33, A2)
expA′ αH expA
′′
0, 0, 0 a− ζb 0, 0
0, 0, 1 b− ζ2c 0, 1
0, 1, 1 a− c 0, 1
0, 1, 2 a+ (ζ2 − 1)b+ 2ζ2c 0, 1
0, 1, 3 b− c 1, 3
1, 1, 3 a+ (ζ2 − 1)b+ 2c 1, 3
1, 2, 3 a+ 1
3
(ζ2 − 1)b+ 2
3
(ζ2 − 1)c 1, 2
1, 2, 4 a+ 1
3
(ζ2 − 1)b− 2
3
(ζ − 1)c 1, 4
1, 3, 4 a− 1
3
(ζ2 − 1)b+ 2
3
(ζ − 1)c 1, 3
1, 3, 5 a− ζc 1, 5
1, 4, 5 a− (ζ2 − 1)b+ 2ζc 1, 4
1, 4, 6 a+ ζb+ ζ2c 1, 6
1, 5, 6 a− (ζ2 − 1)b+ 2ζ2c 1, 6
1, 6, 6 a− 1
3
(ζ2 − 1)b+ 2
3
(ζ2 − ζ)c 1, 6
1, 6, 7 a+ ζb 1, 7
1, 7, 7 a+ ζb− 2ζ2c 1, 7
1, 7, 8 a+ ζb+ 2ζ2c 1, 7
expA′ αH expA
′′
1, 7, 9 a + ζb− 2ζc 1, 7
1, 7, 10 a + ζb− 2c 1, 7
1, 7, 11 c 1, 7
1, 7, 12 a + ζb+ 4ζ2c 1, 7
1, 7, 13 a− b 1, 13
1, 8, 13 a + 2ζ2c 1, 13
1, 9, 13 b− ζc 1, 13
1, 10, 13 a− ζb+ 2(ζ − 1)c 1, 13
1, 11, 13 b+ 2ζc 1, 13
1, 12, 13 a− ζ2c 1, 13
1, 13, 13 a + 1
3
ζb+ 2
3
ζ2c 1, 13
1, 13, 14 a + 3ζb+ 2ζ2c 1, 13
1, 13, 15 a− ζb− 2(ζ − 1)c 1, 13
1, 13, 16 a− ζ2b+ (ζ2 − 1)c 1, 13
1, 13, 17 a− ζ2b 1, 13
1, 13, 18 a− b+ (ζ2 − ζ)c 1, 13
1, 13, 19
Table 7. Induction Table for (G34, A
3
1)
cardinalities |(A\{H1, . . . , Hl})
Hl+1|. More precisely, if {b1, b2, b3, b4} is the set of exponents
of A \ {H1, . . . , Hl}, then the condition is that
(4.3) |(A \ {H1, . . . , Hl})
Hl+1| = bi + bj + bk for {i, j, k} ⊂ {1, . . . , 4}.
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expA′ αH expA
′′
0, 0, 0 c 0, 0
0, 0, 1 a+ ζb+ ζc 0, 1
0, 1, 1 a+ ζb+ (2ζ − 1)c 0, 1
0, 1, 2 a− c 1, 2
1, 1, 2 a+ 2ζc 1, 2
1, 2, 2 a− ζ2c 1, 2
1, 2, 3 a+ ζb− (ζ2 − 2ζ)c 1, 3
1, 3, 3 a− ζ2b− (ζ2 − ζ)c 1, 3
1, 3, 4 b+ 2c 1, 4
1, 4, 4 b− ζ2c 1, 4
1, 4, 5 a+ ζb− 2c 1, 5
1, 5, 5 b− ζc 1, 5
1, 5, 6 b− (2ζ2 − 1)c 1, 6
1, 6, 6 a− b+ (ζ − 1)c 1, 6
1, 6, 7 a− ζ2b+ 3ζc 1, 7
expA′ αH expA
′′
1, 7, 7 b− c 1, 7
1, 7, 8 a + (ζ − 2)c 1, 8
1, 8, 8 a− ζ2b 1, 8
1, 8, 9 b− (2ζ − 1)c 1, 9
1, 9, 9 a + ζb+ 4ζc 1, 9
1, 9, 10 a + ζb− 2ζ2c 1, 10
1, 10, 10 a + (3ζ + 2)c 1, 10
1, 10, 11 a− ζc 1, 10
1, 10, 12 a + 1
2
ζb+ 3
2
ζc 1, 12
1, 11, 12 a− b+ 3ζc 1, 12
1, 12, 12 a + 2ζb+ 3ζc 1, 12
1, 12, 13 a− ζb 1, 13
1, 13, 13 a− b 1, 13
1, 13, 14 a− b− 3c 1, 13
1, 13, 15 a− ζ2b− 3ζ2c 1, 13
1, 13, 16
Table 8. Induction Table for (G34, A1A2)
expA′ αH expA
′′
0, 0, 0 a+ ζb+ ζ2c 0, 0
0, 0, 1 a+ b+ c 0, 1
0, 1, 1 a− ζc 0, 1
0, 1, 2 b− ζ2c 0, 1
0, 1, 3 a+ ζ2b− 2ζc 0, 1
0, 1, 4 a+ ζ2b+ (2ζ2 − 1)c 1, 4
1, 1, 4 a− c 1, 4
1, 2, 4 a+ ζ2b+ ζc 1, 4
1, 3, 4 a+ b− 2c 1, 4
1, 4, 4 c 1, 4
1, 4, 5 a+ ζ2b− (ζ2 − 2)c 1, 5
1, 5, 5 b− c 1, 5
1, 5, 6 a+ b+ (2ζ2 − ζ)c 1, 6
expA′ αH expA
′′
1, 6, 6 a + b− (ζ2 − 2ζ)c 1, 6
1, 6, 7 a− ζb 1, 7
1, 7, 7 a + ζb− 2ζ2c 1, 7
1, 7, 8 b− ζc 1, 8
1, 8, 8 a− ζ2c 1, 8
1, 8, 9 a + ζb+ (2ζ − 1)c 1, 9
1, 9, 9 a + ζb− (ζ − 2)c 1, 9
1, 9, 10 a + ζb+ 4ζ2c 1, 9
1, 9, 11 a + b+ 4c 1, 11
1, 10, 11 a− ζ2b 1, 11
1, 11, 11 a + ζ2b+ 4ζc 1, 11
1, 11, 12 a− b 1, 11
1, 11, 13
Table 9. Induction Table for (G34, A3)
If free, the new possible exponents of A\{H1, . . . , Hl+1} in these cases are {b1, b2, b3, b4−1},
{b1, b2, b3− 1, b4}, {b1, b2− 1, b3, b4}, or {b1 − 1, b2, b3, b4}. Note that this arrangement might
actually fail to be free.
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We determine all subarrangements B = {H1, . . . , Hn} of A for fixed cardinality n and count
how many of them satisfy the necessary condition (4.3). In Tables 10 – 12 we give the results
of these computations in all three cases. More precisely, in the n-th row of each table we give
the number N of all subarrangements B of A with n hyperplanes which admit an ordering
satisfying the necessary condition (4.3). In the last column we list which possible exponents
of A\B might occur in these cases. The computations were done with a breadth-first search,
i.e. we first computed all cases in one row before proceeding to the next. 
|B| N exp(A \ B)
1 12 {1, 7, 9, 10}
2 48 {1, 7, 9, 9}
3 48 {1, 7, 8, 9}
4 144 {1, 7, 8, 8}
5 72 {1, 7, 7, 8}
6 12 {1, 6, 7, 8}
7 48 {1, 6, 7, 7}
8 72 {1, 6, 6, 7}
9 48 {1, 5, 6, 7}
10 12 {1, 4, 6, 7}
11 0
Table 10. The number of B ⊂ A = (G33, A1) satisfying (4.3)
|B| N exp(A \ B)
1 12 {1, 13, 19, 22}
2 66 {1, 13, 19, 21}
3 204 {1, 13, 19, 20}
4 351 {1, 13, 19, 19}
5 288 {1, 13, 18, 19}
6 432 {1, 13, 17, 19}, {1, 13, 18, 18}
7 384 {1, 13, 17, 18}, {1, 13, 16, 19}
8 351 {1, 13, 17, 17}, {1, 13, 15, 19}, {1, 13, 16, 18}
9 172 {1, 13, 16, 17}, {1, 13, 15, 18}
10 98 {1, 13, 16, 16}, {1, 13, 15, 17}
11 28 {1, 13, 15, 16}
12 1 {1, 13, 15, 15}
13 0
Table 11. The number of B ⊂ A = (G34, A
2
1) satisfying (4.3)
Remark 4.4. In order to establish the results of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we first use the
functionality for complex reflection groups provided by the CHEVIE package in GAP (and
some GAP code by J. Michel) (see [S+97] and [GHL+96]) in order to obtain explicit linear
functionals α defining the hyperplanes H = kerα of the reflection arrangement A(W ) and
the relevant restrictions A(W )X.
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|B| N exp(A \ B)
1 18 {1, 13, 16, 18}
2 126 {1, 13, 16, 17}
3 402 {1, 13, 16, 16}
4 612 {1, 13, 15, 16}
5 1584 {1, 13, 15, 15}, {1, 13, 14, 16}
6 2910 {1, 13, 13, 16}, {1, 13, 14, 15}
7 6030 {1, 12, 13, 16}, {1, 13, 13, 15}, {1, 13, 14, 14}
8 8865 {1, 13, 13, 14}, {1, 11, 13, 16}, {1, 12, 13, 15}
9 12764 {1, 13, 13, 13}, {1, 12, 13, 14}, {1, 11, 13, 15}, {1, 10, 13, 16}
10 11358 {1, 10, 13, 15}, {1, 12, 13, 13}, {1, 11, 13, 14}
11 8982 {1, 12, 12, 13}, {1, 10, 13, 14}, {1, 11, 13, 13}
12 8430 {1, 12, 12, 12}, {1, 11, 12, 13}, {1, 10, 13, 13}
13 4491 {1, 11, 11, 13}, {1, 11, 12, 12}, {1, 10, 12, 13}
14 2223 {1, 11, 11, 12}, {1, 10, 11, 13}, {1, 10, 12, 12}
15 1068 {1, 10, 10, 13}, {1, 10, 11, 12}, {1, 11, 11, 11}
16 261 {1, 10, 10, 12}, {1, 10, 11, 11}
17 126 {1, 10, 10, 11}
18 37 {1, 10, 10, 10}, {1, 9, 10, 11}
19 0
Table 12. The number of B ⊂ A = (G34, A2) satisfying (4.3)
We then use the module theoretic functionality of the SINGULAR computer algebra system
(cf. [GPS09]) to determine the induction tables in Tables 3 – 9, cf. Remark 2.6.
In addition we utilize the functionality of SAGE to compile the data in Tables 10 – 12,
showing that the 4-dimensional restrictions of Lemma 4.2 are not inductively free, [S+09].
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. The reverse implication of Theorem 1.3 is obvious. Thanks to
[HR14, Cor. 2.12] and (2.2), the question of hereditary inductive freeness of a given restriction
of a product of arrangements reduces to the case when A is irreducible.
So suppose that A = A(W ) andX ∈ L(A) are as in Theorem 1.2 so thatW is irreducible and
AX is inductively free. If A is as in part (i) of Theorem 1.2, then, noting that if Y ∈ L(AX),
then (AX)Y = AY , the result follows from Theorem 1.1(ii). If A is as in Theorem 1.2(iii),
then Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 show that AX is hereditarily inductively free.
Finally, suppose that W = G(r, r, ℓ) and A(W )X = Akp(r) for p− 2 ≤ k ≤ p. It follows from
the fact that p − 2 ≤ k ≤ p and the restrictions in Table 1 that for any H ∈ Akp(r), the
restriction (Akp(r))
H is of the form Ak−1p−1(r), A
k
p−1(r), A
k+1
p−1(r), or A
p−1
p−1(r). It thus follows
by induction and Theorem 1.1(ii) for A(G(r, 1, p)) ∼= A
p−1
p−1(r) that A
k
p(r) is hereditarily
inductively free.
Our final result follows readily from Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 3.6(ii) and [OS82, Prop. 2.14]
(cf. [OT92, Prop. 6.84]):
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Corollary 4.5. For W a finite, irreducible, complex reflection group, let A = A(W ) be its
reflection arrangement. Then the following hold:
(i) Suppose that W is not isomorphic to G24, G27, G29, G31, G33, or G34. Then A
X is
recursively free for any X ∈ L(A). In particular, A is recursively free.
(ii) Suppose that W is one of G24, G27, G29, G31, G33, or G34 and that X ∈ L(A) \ {V }
with dimX ≤ 3. Then AX is recursively free.
In [CH14, Rem. 3.7], Cuntz and the second author showed that A(G27) fails to be recursively
free. This is the first known instance of a free but non-recursively free arrangement. It is
not known whether the reflection arrangements of G24, G29, G31, G33, and G34 are recursively
free.
Acknowledgments: We acknowledge support from the DFG-priority program SPP1489
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